
■ Gestalt Psychology- states we best understand psychological phenomena when
we view them as organized, structured wholes.

■ Cognitivism- is the belief that most human behavior explains how people think.
○ Psychology as a Rational Empirical science.
○ Chomsky pointed out that Radical Behaviorism oversimplified Language Acquisition and

Development.
○ Cognition puts the ghost in the machine. (Think about dualism, our body is a machine, our

brain is a part of our body but cognition plays a part).
○ Karl Spencer Lashley challenged the behaviorist view that the human brain is a passive

organ that merely responds to

Experimental Methods
● Epistemology-the theory of knowledge, especially with regard to its methods, validity, and scope.

○ Philosophy: Nature, origin, and scope of knowledge
○ Plato: True, believed to be true, and justified.
○ Investigative Cycle

■ Hypothesis/prediction
■ Observation
■ Test of hypothesis/predictions

● Data gathering
○ Independent variables- are aspects of investigation that are

individually manipulated or carefully regulated by the
experimenter.

○ Dependent variables- are outcome responses, the value of
which depend on how one or more independent variables
influence or affect the participants in the experiment.

● Statistical analysis
○ Statistical significance-indicates the likelihood of a given set of

data would be a mere 5% if only chance factors were
operating.

■ Induction
■ Revision of theory
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■ Thalamus- transmits sensory information coming to the cerebral cortex
which includes several nuclei, specializing in perception of visual stimuli,
auditory stimuli, pressure, pain, and helps us sense physical balance

■ Hypothalamus- involved in the endocrine system, autonomic nervous
system, survival behavior, consciousness, and emotions/stress

○ Midbrain
■ Superior colliculi (on top)-involved in vision
■ Inferior colliculi (on bottom)-involved in hearing
■ Reticular activating system (which extends into the hindbrain)- controls

consciousness, attention, cardiorespiratory function, and movement
■ Gray matter, red nucleus, substantia, nigra, and ventral region- controls

movement
○ Hindbrain

■ Cerebellum-control balance, coordination, and muscle tone
■ Pons (contains parts of reticular activating system)-controls

consciousness, facial nerves, and bridges neural transmissions from one
part of the brain to another

■ Medulla oblongata -involved in cardiorespiratory function, digestion, and
swallowing

○ Left Hemisphere- is responsible for speech, comprehension, arithmetic, and
writing

○ Right Hemisphere-is responsible for creativity, spatial ability, artistic, and musical
skills

Interior surface of the Right Hemisphere
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○ The Local Precedence Effect-comparing panels to see which local letters are
widely spread

○ Line Orientation and Cell activation-David Hubel and Torsten Wiesel discovered
that cells in our visual cortex become activated only when they detect the
sensation of the line segments of particular orientations

● Recognition by Components Theory (Biederman)- we quickly recognize objects by
observing the edges of them and decomposing the objects into Geons

○ Seeing with the help of Geons -Irving Biederman suggested that we organize 3-D
objects by manipulating simple geometric shapes called Geons.

● Template/Prototype matching: Variable object representations matched to canonical or
typical representations.

○ Templates- are highly detailed models for patterns we might recognize
● Direct perception: Meaningful information directly registered.

○ Gibson’s theory of Direct Perception: How do we connect what we perceive to
what we have stored in our minds?

○ Gibson believed that in the real world, sufficient contextual information usually
exists to make perceptual judgement

■ We use texture gradients as cues for depth and distance
● Neuroscience

○ Direct perception may be involved in person perception

Top-down processing
● According to which perception is driven by high-level cognitive processes, existing

knowledge, and the prior expectations that influence perception
● Context effects and configural superiority lend support to the notion of a separate

contribution of knowledge, not via simple association

○ Context effects- are the influences of the surrounding environment on perception
○ Configural superiority - subjects more readily perceive differences among

integrated configurations comprising multiple lines(C) than they do solitary lines
(A).

● Constructive perception-the perceiver builds (constructs) a cognitive understanding
(perception) of a stimulus.

○ What we sense (sensory data)
○ What we know (knowledge stored in memory)
○ What we can infer (using high-level cognitive processes)
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■ Implicit -unconsciously using information from memory
■ Explicit -conscious recollection

Sperling’s (1960) Visual Memory Test
● To be able to estimate the capacity of sensory memory as well as the duration of sensory

memory
○ How many items can you process and how long does that sensory memory

persists when looking at an environment
● Whole report procedure

○ Show people an array of letters on 4 by 3 grid (only 50 milliseconds to look at the
grid) people had to attempt to write down as many letters as they could
remember

○ Fixation point- the person must look at this point without blinking
○ Most people can only remember first three or four items at a time and the items

disappear very quickly but they felt like initially they could see more than four
letters but the image in their mind faded when writing down the letters

● Partial report procedure
○ An array of letters are flashed on the screen really fast and the goal is to write

down some letters as quickly as possible, instead of trying to write down all
letters your only going to write down the letters that the arrow points you to in the
row

○ You can get credit for letters in other rows, you only are tested on what you can
remember

○ People can remember between 9 and 12 items
○ Sometimes he delayed when the arrow occurred
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Knowledge Representation
● Mental Representations: Analogic and Symbolic

○ Analogic- resemble the objects they are representing
○ Symbolic- meaning that the relationship between the word and what it represents

is simply arbitrary.
● Mental Rotation & Mental Maps

○ Mental rotation- involves rotationally transforming an object’s visual mental
image.

○ Mental maps- are internal representations of our physical environment,
particularly centering on spatial relationships.

■ Landmark knowledge is information about particular features at a location
and which may be based both on imaginal and propositional
representations

■ Route-road knowledge involves specific pathways for moving from one
location to another. (It may be based on both procedural knowledge and
declarative knowledge.

■ Survey knowledge involves estimated distances between landmarks,
much as they might appear on survey maps

○ Heuristics- the rules of thumb which are cognitive strategies
● Mental models-  are knowledge structures that individuals construct to understand and

explain their experiences.
● Propositional Knowledge- suggest that we do not store mental representations in the

form of images or mere words.
● Declarative knowledge- refers to facts that can be stated, such as the date of birth, the

name of your best friend, or the way a rabbit looks.
● Procedural knowledge- refers to the knowledge of procedures that can be implemented.

Mental Representations
● Qualia: phenomenal experience of what it is like to have a sensory experience, NOT a

representation.
○ The way it feels to have experience of red, to be picked by a thorn, or to smell a

rosy scent.
○ The representational aspect that has a meaningful relationship with our behavior
○ The experience of thinking about the thing and the way it feels to experience that

thing
○ The qualia of a representation rides along with the use of the representation

● Mental representations: a system of symbols that stand for some aspect of the
environment-usually arising from sensory experience.

○ This system can be analogical and/or propositional.
○ Mental representations are important insofar as they influence behavior, mental,

or otherwise.
■ Mental representations serve a functional purpose for the organism, they

enable the organism to engage with the environment in a meaningful way,
they influence
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Morphology & Syntax
● Morpheme: Smallest language unit that carries a semantic interpretation.
● Free: Can stand alone or in combination. dog -> dog, dogs, or dog-house
● Bound: Only appear with other morphemes.     Inflectional (modify) or Derivational (alter)

-s, -ed, -ly ,  un-, -ness, -able unbelievable is made of 3 morphemes: un- + believe +
-able

● Noun phrase- which contains at least one noun and includes all relevant descriptors of
the noun
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● 4. That a man is over 55 and has a heart attack.
○ If you did not choose #2, you have committed a conjunction fallacy. This is

because the probability of a single event is always greater than the probability of
combined (conjunctive) events.

● Representativeness: People judge the likelihood of a single event in terms of the
population. Influenced by the perceived similarity to the group (stereotyping) and the
appearance of randomness (gambler’s fallacy).

● Availability: People judge events based on  how easily they can bring examples to mind.
Which of the following contains more items in English:  Words that begin with the letter R
or words with the letter R as the third letter? Who does more chores around the house,
you or your roommate/partner/spouse? Both people believe they do about 80% of the
work...

● Anchoring & Adjustment:  Base final judgment on an initial guess that anchors the range,
then adjust.  When shown a series of numbers for about 5 secs and asked to guess the
answer, people make higher es<mates for the first series than the second: 8 x 7 x 6 x 5 x
4 x 3 x 2 x 1 ,1 x 2 x 3 x 4 x 5 x 6 x 7 x 8

● Overconfidence: Everyone thinks they’re better than average, and high confidence
judgments are often wrong.

● Hindsight Bias: Ater the outcome, you see the signs that it was coming.
● Framing Effects: The same outcome framed as a gain versus a loss; when framed as a

loss, people prefer it less.
● Valid conclusion: Affirm antecedent AND Deny consequent Affirming antecedent p -

status of the consequent is conclusive  (q T condi&onal T;   q F conditional F) Denying
consequent q - status of the antecedent is conclusive  (p T conditional F;   p F
conditional T)

● Invalid conclusions: Denying antecedent p - status of the consequent is not conclusive
● (can be either T or F for the conditional to be T) Affirming consequent q - status of the

antecedent is not conclusive  (can be either T or F for the conditional to be T)
● Heuristics- mental shortcuts that lighten the cognitive load of making decisions
● Bounded rationality- we are rational but within limits (Simon, 1957)
● Satisficing- we consider the options one by one, and then we select an option as soon

as we find one that is satisfactory or just good enough to meet our minimum level of
acceptability
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